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War and Peace with Eastern Command pillbox and the Adam Bridge. ©Michael
Barton.

It is over 70 years ago that the GHQ Defence line was finished. There
would be later additions such as the Spigot Mortar and alterations to anti
tank boxes to accommodate the Hotchkiss six pounder, but basically it
was complete and the biggest most rapid building programme this country
had seen. An answer to the public, who at that time were asking from the
fear of invasion after Dunkirk, ‘and what are they doing about it?’
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View of Adam Bridge through embrasure of pillbox. ©Michael Barton.

It was at the end of what was then the ‘Phoney War’ in June 1940 General
Sir Edmund Ironside, Commander-in-Chief Home Forces, commenced
planning Britain’s ground defence. The idea was to delay an invasion with
strong coastal fortifications and as the enemy force pushed inland slow its
impetus with a series of stop lines consisting of strong points with
obstacles. These lines would follow, as much as possible, natural features
such as rivers or canals and railway embankments. The enemy
involvement in clearing these positions would slow their momentum
consequently losing the initiative allowing the British Army to counterattack effectively.
The backbone of the ‘GHQ Stop Line’ ran from the tip of Southwest
England around the south of London and up to Scotland running parallel
with the East Coast. From this ‘Line’ out to the coast were a series of
others forming pockets. Part of one of these was the Littlebury/
Shortgrove bridges ‘Stop Line’, a small section that ran along the River
Cam known as Defence Area 70. The River Cam was deepened and the
west side bank made sheer as a tank obstacle. It did not stop there for,
from Newport up the Debden Water and across to the Chelmer, an antitank ditch 18 feet across by 11 feet deep was excavated in relatively short
time by three drag cranes.
The major fortification structures were the pillboxes so called as the
hexagonal shape resembles a medicine cardboard pillbox. The Directorate
of Fortification and Works (FW/3) formed in May 1940 as part of the War
Office issued six designs. These were constructed to specification
depending on the location and suitability mostly in a period from June to
the end of 1940. Work was carried out by local contractors and this part of
the line was built by Coulson and Sons of Cambridge. They were to be
manned, more or less, by a section of six men with rifles and a light
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machine gun while the specialist boxes for the anti-tank guns and medium
or heavy machine guns by the mobile reserve.
Why they were built
The First War had shown that some strong points or redoubts could serve
a useful purpose but the static line was not a consideration. The whole
purpose was to hold an invasive army pro tempore and in doing so wear it
down so it lost the initiative and momentum. While this was happening
reserves could be brought up to counter-attack and then push back. The
enemy would not advance on a broad front to start with but probably
concentrate on several narrow fronts. The whole point was to delay and
ensnare the invaders so the British Army could counter attack effectively.
The reasons for their location
Every advantage was taken of the lie of the land and there had to be
logical reasons their siting:







To face the expected line of attack
To dominate the fore and middle grounds
To have unrestricted views with clear sight of fire and fall of shot.
To minimise the dead ground (unsighted land due to dips).
For arcs of fire from each box to cover one another.
The type of box for each location to be assessed by the probable attack potential
i.e. whether anti-tank or infantry

These lines would follow, as much as possible, natural features such as
rivers or canals and railway embankments. The enemy involvement in
clearing these positions would slow their momentum consequently losing
the initiative allowing the British Army to counterattack effectively.

Bricks instead of wood were used for shuttering. ©Michael Barton.
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The embrasures for weapons are stepped to avoid bullets ricocheting
through the opening and there is a central three-sided pillar in Type 24 to
prevent those that do from flying round the interior.

Stepped embrasure. ©Michael Barton.

The Type 24 shell proof

Thick walled Type 24.

This has five apertures (embrasures) capable of taking LMG’s (Light
machine guns) such as the Bren with its bipod support or the Boys Anti
Tank Rifle with its monopod support. This was possible with the metre
thick walls. The Type 22 with the perfect hexagonal shape having thinner
walls was designed for rifles.
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Ledges used for rifles or LMG’s (Light Machine Guns). ©Michael Barton.

The inside casements were often fitted with vertically pivoting steel
shutter with a small peephole.

The inside blast wall. ©Michael Barton.

As can be seen from the above plan the inside wall was Y-shaped and
equal sided.

The Type 28 and 28a

Type 28a is a Type 28 with infantry box attached.
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In the line there is one Type 28a. For the 28 the external walls are a
metre thick and the roof 30.5cm (1ft). Outside measurements are 6.1m
(20ft) by 5.8m (19ft) with an embrasure outside measurement of 1m by
3.5m (11.5ft). To allow entry for the two pounder gun a 1.8m (6ft)
opening was built into the rear or sidewall. The opening would probably
be sandbagged during action.

Entry for gun with small concrete driveway. ©Michael Barton.

It was decided the anti-tank gun box required the additional protection of
small arms so a second chamber was added and an aperture added in the
main chamber. This enlarged the box to 8.2m (27ft) width ways. There is
only one anti tank box in the Littlebury/Shortgrove Line and it is a Type
28a.

View through to infantry chamber. Main chamber with infantry aperture left.
©Michael Barton.

The placing of Type 28’s and 28a’s was important as the embrasure only
allowed a gun traverse of 60 degrees restricting fire to fixed lines or
enfilade.
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The Eastern Command Pillbox

Plan of Eastern Command Pillbox and right showing protection wall to entry.
©Michael Barton.

Although there were basic designs laid down for pillboxes by the
Fortifications and Works Department the above design appeared to be
peculiar to Eastern Command. It was a larger version of the Type 26
which had 10ft square by 1.5ft thick walls. The above is 14.25ft x 15ft
with 3.25ft thick walls. In a number of cases the entrance protection wall,
9ft high 6.5ft long by 3ft thick, was joined to the box on one side as
shown by the Littlebury boxes in others it was separate as with the Adam
Bridge box. For a strategist there is a disadvantage as the arcs of fire are
90 degrees and in a 270 degree arc there are just three embrasures. For
the Type 24 with its hexagonal shape there are five embrasures.
For the section of the line referred to three designs were utilised: the
Eastern Command Type, Type 24 variants and the Type 28a.

EC Type box barn built over and concealed embrasure. ©Michael Barton.

The Defence line fortifications would have been camouflaged with nets, in
most cases, as the nearer the enemy the easier they were to destroy. It
was not uncommon to incorporate pillboxes into the normal structure of
life. Thatched boxes were not rare but this temporary concealment over
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the course of seventy years has now disappeared. Other forms have
survived such as this example at Tilt. A one-sided barn has been erected
over an Eastern Command casemate but the covered side was of ship lap
boarding with the embrasure cut out. As wood was scarce bricks were
used for shuttering in this case.

The Weapons
Three of the weapons to be used had a common calibre and used the
same ammunition that being the rimmed .303 ball.
This rifle had a magazine that held ten rounds and was a single shot bolt
action. In trained soldiers hands a five group of shots could be kept in a
100mm group at 185 metres. Ten shots a minute could be achieved and
accurately. It was lethal at 1000 metres and was such an excellent rifle it
was used very efficiently by snipers. By today’s standards the muzzle
velocity was slow at 2440 feet per second.
A very efficient weapon with a curved magazine holding 30 rounds but if
not held firmly when fired automatically it had a tendency to move high to
the right. Gas operated with easily exchanged gun barrels. For fixed line
firing it was fastened to a tripod. Some pillboxes had special platforms
inside under the embrasures built in for that purpose. It had the same
range and calibre as the rifle.
This was a water-cooled jacketed gun firing belts containing 200 rounds of
calibre .303. It was fired from a tripod and the two parts weighed nearly
50 kilos. With the aid of a range table calculator could give accurate
covering fire well over 1200 yards.
This anti tank gun had a tripod carriage that allowed the wheels to be
lifted clear of the ground so it could traverse. An anti-tank pillbox had to
have an opening to allow entrance for this weapon. Its maximum range
was 7000 metres and could penetrate 40mm of steel 30-degree angle at
1000 metres. The effective anti-tank fighting range was under 300 metres
but up to the maximum for the high explosive anti-personnel shell. It was
sufficient to severely damage or knock out the then 1939-40 Panzer tank.

The Boys Rifle weighed in at 35lb (16kg) and its length was 5ft 2ins. The
magazine held five rounds of .551 ammunition. These could penetrate
.75ins of armour plating at 100 yards. It had a muzzle brake which
deflected the discharge sideways. The production total by the end of the
war was 62000.
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Deficiency of Weaponry
It has been stated the country did not have enough weapons to man the
Defence lines. No, not all the pillboxes, but the invasion would have been
on a sector basis and under those circumstances there would have been
sufficient. If the invasion had been airborne the need for anti tank guns
was unnecessary. If it had been a sea approach the ‘Coastal Crust’
defences would have, it is assumed, given time for the strategic reserves
to bring in the required artillery.
This was also a psychological war. The German reconnaissance aircraft
had high resolution cameras that photographed most of the excavations
and fortifications. They would not have known our capabilities were limited
and more importantly neither would the British public. The extent of the
fortifications concerned the Germans but most of all reassured our country
that ‘we would never surrender’.
The Line and the Population
The Defence Lines would be hindered without the co-operation of the
civilian population. In the June of 1940 a leaflet was widely distributed
titled ‘If the Invader comes’. The instructions read:
1. STAY PUT as refugees will block roads. You will be in danger out in the open and
will hamper the Army.
2. DO NOT SPREAD OR BELIEVE RUMOURS. Ascertain all orders are genuine and
only from those officials you know by sight.
3. REPORT ANYTHING SUSPICIOUS to the Police or Military – facts – not rumours.
4. HELP THE MILITARY. Do not block roads unless ordered. By blocking roads you
will hinder the advancing enemy but also obstruct our mobile forces.
5. DO NOT AID THE INVADER. Do not tell him anything. Do hide food, petrol,
bicycles, maps and disable cars, vans, lorries and tractors.

Finally and most important
THINK BEFORE YOU ACT BUT DO THINK OF YOUR COUNTRY BEFORE YOU THINK OF
YOURSELF.

In the event of invasion in this sector it would have been of paramount
importance in respect to logistics to keep the old A11 (now B1383),
including the feeder roads, open and free from obstacles.
As the War neared its end all the ammunition and explosives which were
needed to service the Demolition Line in the event of invasion were
withdrawn from the storage areas such as Howe Wood. These were
gathered in dumps at Little Chesterfield Park. On 23 May 1944 by pure
chance some of these blew up and the force was strong enough to shatter
windows in Saffron Walden.
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PART 2

The Demolition chambers

Manhole cover over demolition chamber Adam Bridge, Audley End. ©Michael
Barton.

All of the bridges down the River Cam from Newport apart from being
defended by pillboxes and anti tank blocks had, as a last resort,
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demolition chambers. These were sunk into the bridge piers. There are a
number still extant but most have been filled and covered up through the
course of time. No doubt many have seen the manhole covers but never
attributed them as being relics of WW2 but something to do with public
utilities. The most notable or rather the most obviously insignificant are
the two either end of the Adam Bridge.
A row of three demolition chambers. ©Michael
Barton.

An electrical circuit conduit. ©Michael Barton.

Where a bridge had two arches so a
demolition chamber was inserted in each
pier and the chambers linked by an
electrical circuit conduit. This conduit
traversed to the west of the River Cam to a
Firing Point. It would not have been directed
to a pillbox for tactical reasons but a
location further away where the bridge with
the surrounding area could be viewed.
Although in the above case the conduit has been uncovered the firing
point has not.
It is apparent the demolition chambers are precast. hey were brought to
the site, the bridge piers excavated so the 6ft 6ins wide and 57ins deep
casting could be buried within. The chamber was then wired up with
connections to the other chambers by secondary circuit. It takes two men
to raise a manhole cover for weight was important. At the initial stage of
the explosion the shattering force is retained outwards and downwards.

The electrical circuits. ©Michael Barton.
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The inverted T-shaped conduit would appear to be the primary circuit with
the secondary connecting the two other chambers. On either side, at the
bottom of the bell-shaped casting, aligned to the bridge span two cells of
nearly two cubic feet capacity. It would have been a little difficult but
obviously not impossible to pack and connect the explosive in the cells
while crouching in a thirty inch diameter space.
The Explosive
It is assumed from usage in the First World War and at the
commencement of the Second the explosive would have been Amatol.
Amatol is very stable and requires a severe impact to set it off. It exploits
the synergy from TNT which has a high shattering effect (brisance) but is
oxygen deficient with ammonium nitrate that has a low brisance but
surplus of oxygen. This mechanical mixture attracts moisture
(hygroscopic) so is proofed with a thin layer of TNT or bitumen. It is set
off in the chamber by an electrical impulse through a primary detonator of
mercury fulminate with a booster charge of Tetryl.

PART 3

Pair of subsiding blocks west side of Garden Bridge Audley End House. ©Michael
Barton.

The Anti-Tank Blocks Enigma
Each bridge that was part of the GHQ Stop Line and on the River Cam had
two anti tank blocks - one on either side of the road. Bridges on important
roads, such as the Adam Bridge connecting the old A11 and Saffron
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Walden, had two pairs. These blocks in other parts of the country had
between them obstruction measures to prevent access to tanks and other
modes of mechanised transport. This usually consisted of cavities across
the road in which 6ft high metal girders or inverted V girders were
inserted. But for those on the Cam it was different.

A badly corroded hawser side and crown. ©Michael Barton.

One of each pair sprouted a two core 28mm steel hawser from its crown
and out of the facing side at 3ft height another dual hawser.

Photos showing hole and holding boss. ©Michael Barton.

The opposing block at the same height was penetrated just off centre by
an earthenware pipe or hole of 6ins diameter. With some blocks these
measurements would change depending on the circumstances. On the
head of this block an 8.5ins concrete post 7ins high containing a 7.5ins
wide 1ins thick angle iron 5ins proud into which was sunk a 1.75ins by
1ins deep slot. A 1ins metal rod 12ins long pierced the girder at the join of
the concrete base with on either side a spring clip. At the top left or right
was bored a .75mm hole. Some opinion has it a pole was inserted through
the 6ins diameter hole. As it is a tank barrier the pole would have to be
metal and in some instances at least 25ft long – rather cumbersome. To
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have been of utility there would have been a fitting protruding from the
other block or a similar hole.

Each concrete block was 5ft x 5ft by 6ft high and stood on a 1ft concrete
base 5.75ft x 5.75ft with an overall capacity of 175 cubic feet weighed
approximately 13 tons.

A last remaining strand showing a metal cleat. ©Michael Barton.
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Artist’s impression of anti-tank barrier of steel hawsers.

A steel hawser 1.125ins diameter weighs 2.4lbs a foot and has a breaking
strain of 60 tons. It appears the dual core cable was kept together by
metal cleats at intervals. A double hawser stretched across a road of say
20ft would weigh about a hundredweight. It is assumed the dual core at
the top of one block was fastened over the pin on the crown of the other
by pulling apart a final cleated section. The 3ft high hawser was taken and
inserted through the 6ins hole and pulled up the other side of the block to
fasten over the pin. Or, it is suggested, the final section of the dual
hawser was not shackled but drawn round the post and the metal cleat
applied to bind the two hawsers together.
The enigma occurs as this conclusion is based on observation and
assumption for there are no historical records so far to explain how the
cabling was used. There are two problems. Of the anti tank blocks
inspected all are as shown except the single block remaining on Home
Farm Bridge (see Bridges and Boxes). How was the tension on the dual
hawsers created to prevent sagging across the road? Consensus opinion
suggests a hand winch was used.
No doubt there are those who would question whether these hawsers
stretched across a thoroughfare would stop a tank.
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A 1940 Panzer tank of gross weight 17.3 tons capable of 25mph.

The two dual core steel hawsers with a combined breaking strain of 240
tons utilised between the anti tank blocks are quite commonly used these
days on central reservations on motorways. It would appear these
barriers have not yet been broached by articulated lorries of 44 gross tons
travelling at speeds of 50mph. The Mark IV Panzer at that time was the
heaviest of the German tanks in comparison with later versions that
reached 50 tons. Whether it would have been successful in bursting
through that barrier anchored to blocks weighing 13 tons each is very
doubtful. The steel hawsers would have caught up in the tank tracks
bringing it to a halt.
Why were these anti0tank blocks fitted with steel hawsers? Perhaps it was
quicker and easier to use cables rather than the conventional metal
girders or metal hairpins set in cavities in the road. In the event of a
tactical withdrawal the bridge crossing may not be known until the last
moment so speed not only of opening the barrier but closing it was
essential.
PART 4
Bridges and Boxes

Two Type 24 pillboxes guarding a bridge which had on the other side anti0tank
barriers. ©Michael Barton.
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Operation Sealion, the German’s invasion plan for Britain, was postponed
in September 1940 and later cancelled altogether. The objective was to
invade the South Coast, and at that time might have been practicable,
although later studies showed it would not have reached Tunbridge Wells.
If the situation had been different (i.e. German air and naval superiority
with consolidation), this might have been changed to a more logical
landing on the East Coast. Several thrusts from there would have sent
invasion forces straight across to the Industrial Midlands cutting London
off from its supplies. The intention would have been to secure the airfields
to the east of Saffron Walden drive through Duxford, cut off the main road
and rail links thus throttling London. The possibility of such an event
designated this area a ‘nodal point’ and of some importance.
The topography of the Demolition Line since 1940 has changed quite
considerably in some areas. The east side of the River Cam most of the
way, for instance, was not wooded. In situations as Gamage Wood where
the pillbox was on the river the trees in the line of fire were levelled.
There would have been relatively few across the divide. All of the bridges
would have had covering fire from a pillbox and additionally demolition
chambers packed with explosives in the event of an invasion.

Littlebury Bridge built 1858. ©Michael Barton.

We start from Littlebury Bridge and move upstream. just to the right of
this crossing on the north side of the road in a garden was a pillbox which
has since been demolished. Unfortunately, the removal of these boxes is
all too common. It is an advantage the part of Walden’s Demolition Line is
on private or English Heritage property. As has been stated the GHQ Line
is just as important historically as Hadrian’s Wall.
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One of a pair 50 yards apart. ©Michael Barton.

Just round the bend of the River Cam is an Eastern Command pillbox with
the usual exterior wall, containing an embrasure that covers the entry
door. Its forward vista controlled the approaches from Spring Wood and
the north and south sides enfiladed the stretches of water. Yet just 100
yards further on is another. So within close proximity are three and that
would show the importance of this stretch. It was a year later a spigot
mortar was placed on the bank between the pair.

Sentinel Bridge south side pillbox left and from north pillbox right background.
©Michael Barton.

Sentinel Bridge south side pillbox left and from north pillbox right background.
©Michael Barton.
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In the stretch between Littlebury and Home Farm or Tea House Bridge lie
two Type 24 boxes and these are turned away from one another to give
the maximum covering fire all round. There is no doubt the river banks on
either side up and down river would have been cleared of trees
obstructing the view. The interiors of these fortifications are just as good
as the day they were built. Notice the metal obtrusions underneath the
interior embrasures. These would have held a shelf the same length for
resting elbows or arms when firing a weapon.

Audley House North Garden Wall and anti-tank block with hawser. ©Michael Barton.

Between Littlebury and Audley End House off the old A11 is a track and
footpath leading to Home Farm. The north wall of Audley End House
Kitchen Garden runs down the side of this track. In the wall are openings
which have been designated loopholes by some. Even with the first
aperture as shown above the ability to sight and fire a rifle would be
extremely limited. The other openings that are much smaller follow the
same line east. The Kitchen wall on the other side is a foot lower so the
possibly of these being used as peepholes cannot be ruled out. The
protection afforded by the thin skin of wall would not be protection against
a burst of fire from a Spandau machine-gun. The apertures were said to
have been inserted by a detachment of the 12th Battalion Essex Home
Guard. A surviving member of Saffron Walden Home Guard who served at
the beginning and end of the War has categorically stated he never did
duty in Audley End House although quoted official papers are
contradictory.
The Home Farm Bridge anti-tank block is a contradiction in that not only
does it have steel hawser from the crown but also a 6ins diameter pipe
through its side (see Anti-Tank Blocks Enigma). This bridge parapet was
removed during the War and replaced after as the brickwork between the
wall and block has not been finished properly. The brick wall opposite
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shows signs of having been partially demolished to make way for the
accompanying block and then rebuilt after the war.

Home Farm Bridge backing onto Robert Adams Palladian Tea House Bridge.
©Michael Barton.

The Home Farm Bridge is a later width extension and part of the 1783 Tea
House Bridge. It would appear only one detonation chamber was required.
This can be seen on the west side just off the path on the left. This
chamber is much larger by 18ins in diameter than the conventional 30ins
model. No doubt because the bridge is that much larger more explosive
would have been used.

Kitchen Garden Bridge with block in background and Stable Bridge block on left.
©Michael Barton.

The Kitchen Garden Bridge required a smaller charge to destroy it.
However each of the piers on Stable Bridge would have required
demolition chambers. The GHQ Defence line was started in 1940 before
Audley End House was requisitioned for its secret military purposes. It
would have been in the way if an invasion had taken place. The enemy
would not have bothered in the first instance with taking Saffron Walden
but skirted the town with the primary object in mind to cut off London. To
the south-west of Stable Bridge and on part of what is now the cricket
ground was another pillbox that has since been removed.
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Pillbox rear protection wall and Robert Adam’s Bridge of 1764. ©Michael
Barton.

Strange as it may seem the Eastern Command box by the Adam Bridge
has only two embrasures looking north with sight of Stable Bridge to right
side of house and the other east from entry gate to centre of Adam
Bridge. The covering fire from the box is further reduced, as with all
pillboxes, by the pivoting angle of the weapon with the external edge of
the embrasure. There is no aperture facing south. The Adam Bridge had
its pairs of anti-tank blocks on the east and west sides. In addition set in
the road over the piers are two demolition chambers still extant. The
question is where was the firing point located to destroy the bridge?

Gamage Bridge with its custodian EC Pillbox, behind and left one tank block.
©Michael Barton.

Upstream is encountered Gamage Bridge. Here the demolition chambers
are so visible by the presence of three manhole covers in a line. As the
River Cam is wider at this point there are three piers. On the bridge’s west
side sit a set of anti-tank blocks with corroded remains, as the others, of
steel hawsers. An Eastern Command box overlooks both sides of the
water. Many of the trees that impeded the lines of fire were cropped to
their bases.
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A wartime menace now mellowed to an Arcadian delight. ©Michael Barton.

Further on by 200 yards a type 24 now surrounded by trees but at that
time with a clear view of the Wenden Road. If this is how it looks after 70
years then its prospects of survival in the future are quite good.

The only Type 28a box altered later with reduced embrasure for Hotchkiss anti
tank gun. ©Michael Barton.

It is near Sir Joshua’s Bridge, by the Wenden Road a concentration of
defence is found. To everyone’s view on the way to Audley End station a
Type 28a and the only one in the stated section. Unfortunately, it is
suffering from erosion on the south side. It has a dominant view of the
road and ground up to Conduit Wood. Closer examination reveals the
embrasure has been reduced in size by brickwork and inside the lower lip
of the aperture masonry has been partially removed to accept the body of
the Hotchkiss six pounder. Alterations were carried out later in 1940 to
accommodate the larger artillery piece. The 28’s and 28a’s were designed
for the two pounder gun. Inside is a separate infantry cell with apertures.
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The north side of the box has an infantry embrasure facing the edge of
Gamage Wood where an Eastern Command pillbox stands. This has a
good field of fire down the River Cam but none towards Sir Joshua’s
Bridge.

The EC Box between the 28a and Gamage Wood and Sir Joshua’s Bridge.
©Michael Barton.

The Eastern Command box between the 28a and Gamage Wood has no
entry protection as this has been removed and dragged into the wood.
The destruction of the bridge would have been of paramount importance.
If there were chambers in the piers or mined cavities underneath the
arches the signs are long gone.

The plan of the EC box reversed but with two additional sides to the entry
protection. ©Michael Barton.

The next riverside invasion impediment lies between the Fighting Cocks
and Shortgrove Bridge not far from the roundabout and on the east side
of the B1383. The Eastern Command pillbox has been reversed but
protecting the entry is a vast three-sectioned wall. It is a blockhouse in
that there is all round capability. In the event of attack there would have
been a problem with supplying the garrison with stores though the wings
of the extended forward wall might have offered some protection.
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The blockhouse looking east and Shortgrove Bridge towards the north.
©Michael Barton.

Shortgrove Bridge is the last in the descriptive section of the Demolition
Line. Between here and Newport there is, of course, the arched entry
bridge to Shortgrove Park.
The Secondary Line
Now it might thought this was all to this part of the GHQ Stop Line. There
is a secondary line albeit much further apart intervals and in some cases
much deeper. They were situated for the just in case scenario. If we work
back down river just to the left of the public house at the top of the track
is a Type 24 camouflaged by bushes No doubt many are not aware of its
close proximity to the road right opposite the junction of the station and
London roads.

The Fighting Cocks fortress with the Neville Hill both Type 24. ©Michael Barton.

Further along the old A11 to the west is a footpath to Neville Hill that
crosses the railway cutting. There sits on a tree covered mound a Type
24. It had, at the time, sweeping views across Sir Joshua’s Bridge with
dominating command of the railway cutting.
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The Gamage Bridge overseeing fort and the rear of the box dominating the
House lawn. ©Michael Barton.

The Gamage Bridge overseer stands back by approximately 400 yards.
The situation is ideal for it is placed on the lip of the rise. Anything
breaking through the stretch between the Adam and Gamage Bridges
would be stopped here.
On Ring Hill behind bushes now but without a doubt commanding
sweeping views then of Audley End House and lawn yet another Type 24.
There was, indeed, defence in depth for Defence Area 70 known also as
the Demolition Line.

IMPORTANT NOTE: All the fortifications are on private or English
Heritage land. Please do not trespass.
All photographs are © the author. Missing from this account are photographs of
three further pillboxes: south of the old railway line; in the grounds of Newport
School; and in Backs Woods on high ground.
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Editor’s Note: Michael Barton served with the Dorset Regiment and the Royal Hampshire
Regiment in the 1950s, then the Army Reserve and Territorial Army with the Middlesex
Regiment. He still belongs to two Regimental Associations. He has also written a
companion article about the southern continuation of the Line: see Newport News, Vols
68 & 69 (2007).
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